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1 Producers and importers
1.1 Registration of producers
1.1.1 Register in register of PAI
In order to register in register of PAI, need to open the „Registration of producers” section and click on the
“Register in register of PAI” button. Enter the contact information and select products/packages streams in which
registration preferred.

Mark the desired products/packages streams and fill in all required fields correctly.
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By filling in the required fields, you can submit, save or cancel the request:
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Data can be saved without completing all fields of the form and can be renewed and filed later. To
continue filling the data, you need to click on the "Register in register of PAI", then the previously
saved form with the completed data will open.
If the request is filled out correctly, upon submission, it is approved automatically (except for Electrical
and electronic equipment stream).
1.1.2
Edit data in register of PAI
After registering in register of PAI and in order to edit the data in register of PAI, this can be done by clicking on
„Edit data in register of PAI“. Then the user will open an adjustment form.
The entity indicates the desired products/packages streams where they want to correct, fill or refill
the fields correctly and indicates the reason for the correction.
The system will not allow you to submit an activity change request until there is at least one submitted
application (Cancellation, Registration or Data Changes).
By filling in the required fields, you can submit, save or cancel the request:

1.1.3 History of registration in register of PAI
To view the registration history, click on the "History of registration in register of PA" and a list of the registration
history will open:
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The Registration History list has a "Status" column. There are three may be statuses in this column:




Submitted - this status is when the request is submitted for approval.
Accepted - this is the state when the request is accepted and the user is registered at register
of PAI.
Rejected - is the state when the application is not accepted and the applicant is returned with
a note to indicate why the application was not accepted.

To view more information about registration, click the "Preview" button:
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1.1.4
Preview of PAI information
To preview the product/package activities by clicking on the "Preview activities" button and selecting
the appropriate activity from the list.
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1.1.5 Cancel activity in the stream of good/packaging
To stop the activity in the good/packaging flow, you must press the button “Cancel activity in the stream of
good/packaging”, mark the streams in which want to stop the activity and indicate the reason for the termination
of the data:

If you want to discontinue an activity for an individual product, this can be done through an editing.
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Only the streams that fill in the register of PAI can be noted in the cancellation form. The system will
not allow you to submit an activity change request until there is at least one submitted application
(Cancellation, Registration or Data Changes).

1.2 Goods accounting
1.2.1 Preview the goods lists
To preview goods list you need to click on “PAI accounting” and press „List of products/sales units“:
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The search columns allow you to choose the desired goods/package stream and to view products
according to your chosen stream.
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1.2.2 Add new good
To add a new product in the list of goods, press the + button

and the product will add to the list.

The user simply does not press
button to cancel the introduction of a new product.
The product may only be entered in the form corresponding to the registration data of PAI.
If the box "Is" is selected in the "Package" field, it checks if there is a PAI in register for the period
during which the product is placed on the market the packet stream is registered.
3.2.2.1 Oils:

3.2.2.2 Vehicles:

3.2.2.3 Electrical and electronic equipment:

3.2.2.4 Batteries and accumulators:

3.2.2.5 Taxable products (except for batteries and accumulators):
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1.2.3 Edit product
In the product list each product has a

button clicking on it opens the product editing form:

When the information is corrected, the button
edit is canceled.

is pressed and the entry is saved. If you press

button, the

If the product is used in the journal that contains status "Summary is being formed" or "Summary formed" or
"Submitted for approval" or "Summary approved" then it is only possible to change for product the “Stock to
market from”. The new “Stock to market from” date must not be specified or not be earlier than any journal
entry in which used this product.
1.2.4 Remove product
In the list near the every product/sales unit has a button

, which click on to remove product from the list.

Product cannot be removed if it is used in the journal that contains status "Summary is being formed"
or "Summary formed" or "Submitted for approval" or "Summary approved".
1.2.5 Product packaging
1.2.5.1 Preview the product packages list
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In the list of product there is a button

which click on it to open form of list of product packages.

1.2.5.2 Add new product packages
The form of the product packet list automatically appears after entering the product data by referring
to the "Yra" section of the "Package" and pressing

.

When the data on the new product package has been introduced, the

button is also pressed in

the product packaging list form.
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The product packaging may only be entered in such a way that it complies with data of register of PAI.
1.2.5.3 Edit product package
In the product packages list each packages has a button
the information is corrected, the button
canceled.

clicking on it opens the packages editing form. When

is pressed and the entry is saved. If you press

button, the edit is

1.2.5.4 Remove product package
In the product packages list next to each introduced package is a button
from the list.

, which click on to remove product

Product package cannot be removed if it is used in the PAI accounting of packages journal that contains
status "Summary is being formed" or "Summary formed" or "Submitted for approval" or "Summary
approved". The package from the list can only be removed if it has been never used in the journal. If
the package has been used in the journal, then it is not necessary to remove it, but to indicate the date
“Available on the market till”.
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1.3 Accounting of goods/packaging stock to market and organization of waste
treatment
1.3.1 Preview the list of journal, summary and annual report
List of journals, summaries and annual reports for the goods/packaging stock to market and
organization of waste treatment can be seen by clicking „Accounting of goods/packaging stock to
market and organization of waste treatment“:

This form contains a data filter that allows to select the desired journals, summaries or annual reports.

1.3.2 Create a new journal
The journals, summaries, annual reports list contains “New journal” button when click on it, a new magazine
creation window opens:
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After entering the required data, the „Create“ button is pressed.

The journal and summary window contains two columns: “Information” and “Journal”:

1.3.3 Preview the journal
In the journal and summary form, clicking on the “Journal” section will open the journal preview form:
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The journal contains a data filters, which contains some data and a click on
values. Click on the
button will clear the filter.

button, will find a corresponding

1.3.4 Add new journal entry
To add new entry in the journal, need to click on the

button after filling in the entry line:

1.3.5 Edit/remove journal entry
In the journal each entry has a
button clicking on it opens the entry editing line:
When the information is corrected, the button
edit is canceled.
In the journal near entry click the

is pressed and the entry is saved. If you press

button, the

button, which remove journal line.

The entry cannot be removed in the journal if the journal contains status "Summary is being formed"
or "Summary formed" or "Submitted for approval" or "Summary approved".
1.3.6 To approve summary
After completing fill out all the journal data, click on the "Form summary" button.

The summary status changes to the “Summary formed” and an additional column “Summary” appears.
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After reviewing the generated summary and if no errors have been found, the summary is confirmed
by clicking on the “To approve summary” button.

To form summary is allowed irrespective of whether there is at least one record in the
product/packaging journal. In this case, all products/packages (supplied in the relevant quarter
according to the product list and register of PAI data) are presented with values 0 in the datasheet.
This gives the opportunity to form and approve a quarterly summary, despite the fact that it did not
perform activities during that quarter – did not have any product/package market.
If the system does not set deficiencies in the summary, the status of the summary changes to “Summary
approved”.
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If the system set deficiencies in the summary, summary status changes in to “Deficiencies detected”
and an additional “Deficiencies detected” column appears, which describes the errors.
To correct the data and correct the deficiencies, click the "Edit journal" button.

If the summary is submitted late, the system will ask to indicate the reason for delay in the summary
statement:
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1.3.7 Edit journal
The journal may need to be adjusted if the formed summary has errors and cannot be verified, or if the summary
was formed before the end of the reporting period in order to view the interim summary. By clicking the “Edit
journal” button, the status of the journal changes to the “Journal is being prepared” and you can continue to fill
the data as part t of the “Add new journal entry” section.

1.3.8 Presentation of the annual report for approval
When the time comes to submit an annual report on the product market and waste management
organization, the user presses the "New Annual Report" button.

Clicking the button opens the window for creating a new annual report. After entering the required data, the
„Create“ button is pressed.
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A report can only be formed if the register of PAI is valid for at least one day from the specified
reporting period and when all the summaries for this reporting period are approved.
When you create a report and want to submit it, the "Submit" button is pressed.

If the report is approved, the status changes to "Annual report accepted".

If the report detects deficiencies, the status changes to "Annual report rejected" and in the
"Information" section, you can see a description of the errors and a specified revision term in the
notes.
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1.4 Packaging accounting
1.4.1 Preview the list of sales units
To preview list of sales units you need to click on “PAI accounting” and press „List of products/sales units“. You
can choose packages stream in the preview form:
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There is a filter on the list of sales units, which contains some data and a click on
corresponding values. Click on the
button will clear the filter.

button, will find a

1.4.2 Add new sales unit
To add a new product in the list of sales unit, press the + button

and the product will add to the list.

The sales unit code must be unique within the product / sales units list.
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1.4.3 Edit a sales unit
In the sales units list each entry has a

button clicking on it opens the entry editing form:

When the information is corrected, the button
edit is canceled.

is pressed and the entry is saved. If you press

button, the

1.4.4 Remove sales unit
In the list near every sales unit has a button

, which click on to remove product from the list.

Sales unit cannot be removed if it is used in the journal that contains status "Summary is being formed"
or "Summary formed" or "Submitted for approval" or "Summary approved".
1.4.5 Sales units packaging
1.4.5.1 Preview the sales units packages list

In the list of sales units there is a button

which click on it to open form of list of sales units packages.
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There is a filter on the list of sales units packages, which contains some data and a click on
a corresponding values. Click on the
button will clear the filter.

button, will find

1.4.5.2 Add new sales unit packages
To add new entry in the sales units list, need to click on the

button after filling in the entry line:
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The sales unit packaging may only be entered in such a way that it complies with data of register of
PAI.
1.4.5.3 Edit a sales unit package
In the sales units packages list each packages has a button

When the information is corrected, the button
edit is canceled.

clicking on it opens the packages editing form.

is pressed and the entry is saved. If you press

button, the

1.4.5.4 Remove sales unit package
In the sales units packages list next to each introduced package is a button
from the list.
Prekinio vieneto pakuočių sąraše prie prekinio vieneto pakuotės yra mygtukas
pašalinama prekinio vieneto pakuotė iš prekinio vieneto pakuočių sąrašo.

, which click on to remove entry
, kurį paspaudus bus
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Sales units package cannot be removed if it is used in the PAI accounting of packages journal that
contains status "Summary is being formed" or "Summary formed" or "Submitted for approval" or
"Summary approved". The entry from the list can only be removed if it has been never used in the
journal. If the sales unit has been used in the journal, then it is not necessary to remove it, but to
indicate the date “Available on the market till”.
Negalima šalinti, jei prekinio vieneto pakuotė įtraukta į GII pakuočių apskaitos formuojamą suvestinę
arba suformuotą suvestinę, arba pateiktą tvirtinimui suvestinę, arba patvirtintą suvestinę. Pakuotę
galima šalinti tik tada, jei ji niekada nebuvo tiekta rinkai. Jei pakuotė buvo tiekta rinkai, tai reikia ne
šalinti ją, o nurodyti „Stock to market from“ datą.

1.4.6 The accounting of the organization of the market for packaging and waste management
1.4.6.1 Preview the list of journal, summary and annual report
An overview of the list of journal, summaries and annual reports on the market for packaging and waste
management is provided in conjunction with a review of the list of journal, summaries and annual reports on the
distribution of products and waste management.
This form contains a data filter that allows to select the desired journals, summaries or annual reports:
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1.4.6.2 Create a new journal
The journals, summaries, annual reports list contains “New journal” button when click on it, a new magazine
creation window opens:

After entering the required data, the „Create“ button is pressed.
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In the "Information" section, you can view the history of the journal and summary statuses.

1.4.6.3 Preview the journal
In the journal and summary form, clicking on the “Journal” section will open the journal preview form:
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The journal contains a data filters, which contains some data and a click on
values. Click on the
button will clear the filter.

button, will find a corresponding

1.4.6.4 Add new journal entry
To add new entry in the journal, need to click on the

button after filling in the entry line:

1.4.6.5 Edit/remove journal entry
In the journal each entry has a
button clicking on it opens the entry editing line:
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When the information is corrected, the button
edit is canceled.
In the journal near entry click the

is pressed and the entry is saved. If you press

button, the

button, which remove journal line.

The entry cannot be removed in the journal if the journal contains status "Summary is being formed"
or "Summary formed" or "Submitted for approval" or "Summary approved".
1.4.6.6 Form the summary
After completing fill out all the journal data, click on the "To approve Summary" button.

To form summary is allowed irrespective of whether there is at least one record in the
product/packaging journal.
1.4.6.7 Approve the summary
When the summary status changes to the “Summary formed” an additional column “Summary”
appears. After reviewing the formed summary and if no errors have been found, the summary is
confirmed by clicking on the “To approve summary” button.
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If the system does not set deficiencies in the summary, the status of the summary changes to “Summary
approved”.

Formed summary looks like this:
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If the system set deficiencies in the summary, summary status changes in to “Deficiencies detected”
and an additional “Deficiencies detected” column appears, which describes the errors.

To correct the data and correct the deficiencies, click the "Edit journal" button.

1.4.6.8 Edit journal
By clicking the “Edit journal” button, the status of the journal changes to the “Journal is being
prepared” and you can continue to fill the data as part t of the “Add new journal entry” section.
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1.4.6.9 Presentation of the annual report for approval
When the time comes to submit an annual report on the product market and waste management
organization, the user presses the "New Annual Report" button.

Clicking the button opens the window for creating a new annual report.

After entering the required data, the „Create“ button is pressed. A report can only be formed if the
register of PAI is valid for at least one day from the specified reporting period and when all the
summaries for this reporting period are approved.
When you create a report and want to submit it, need to click a “Submit” button.
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If the report is approved, the status changes to "Annual report accepted".

If the report detects deficiencies, the status changes to "Annual report rejected" and in the
"Information" section, you can see a description of the errors and a specified revision term in the
notes.
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1.5 Waste management contracts
1.5.1 Preview the waste management contracts
The PAI accounting contains the section “Waste management contracts”. Clicking at this section opens
the contract preview form:

Clicking on the "Preview" button allows you to see the details of the contract.

1.6 Documentary evidence
1.6.1 Preview documentary evidence
The PAI accounting contains the section “Documentary evidence”. Clicking at this section opens the documentary
evidence preview form:
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This form contains a data filter that allows you to search for documents:

To preview the documentary evidence, click on the „Preview“ button.
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By clicking on the
document.

button in the preview form, you can view the history of the status of the
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1.6.2 To approve documentary evidence
The documentary evidence can only be accepted/rejected if the document has the status „Submitted”:

To accept/reject a document, you need to click on the "Accept" or "Reject" button in the document's
preview form:
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